
ORGANIZATION A N D  LIFE 
BY ROBERT E. SPEER, D.D. 

I 

THE methods of work of two well-known men of letters 
have recently been described by those magazine writers 
to whom nothing is secret anti by whom nothing is hid. 
One of these men was a novelist and the other ail historian. 
Their processes of production were far removed from the 
ways of Scott and Gibbon. Instead of sitting down alone 
and writing out with their own hands the material gathered 
by experience and conversation and their own laborious 
and exacting research, these authors set about thcir work 
with the full equipment of a commercial agency or business 
organization. There were extensive and scientifically 
equipped offices, with investigating and recording clerks, 
card catalogues and filing cabinets of material, typists and 
their machines. The authors came in for regular office 
hours, to go over the materials prepared and to  dictate 
from them the articles or books which would be subjected 
to  various well-organized revising processes and then 
issued as the finished output. If the spontaneity and 
genius of literature have taken up the methods of business 
organization and efficiency it may be assumed that these 
methods have come to prevail almost everywhere. Factories 
of letters mean factories of all else. If literature can be 
organized and manufactured, why should not the same 
processes be applied, as they are, to  patriotism, business, 
war, politics, religion and missions ? 

It is of course very different from the old days. A 
missionary from an old Pietist community on the continent, 
passing through New York City some years ago and visiting 
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one o€ the missionary boards in a great building of its own 
on the principal street and going through its scores of 
offices with a hundred and more employees and the equip- 
ment and organization of a modern business, was cast 
down by it all. It seemed to  him an alien world into which 
he had come. His own mission was such a simple affair. 
I ts  home office was a back parlour in a family home and 
its machinery consisted of small groups of pious people 
with simple collections of their gifts, and of little more. 
But after all in literature and missions alike it is a matter 
of spirit and degree. Scott writing his books with pen 
and ink on paper and scattering them by the'tens of thou- 
sands by means of the printing press and the book trade, 
and Gibbon mastering his materials in great libraries and 
moulding them into his massive history are farther removed 
from Homer and Herodotus than we are from Scott and 
Gibbon. And the missionary transformation from St Paul 
to  Carey is over a larger and wider chasm than from Carey 
to  us. Even from Boniface to  the founding of the London 
Missionary Society is a longer step and a more radical 
change than from the founding of our foreign missionary 
societies t o  their present development and organization. 

This elaboration of missionary machinery is not con- 
fined to  the home administrative office. It is seen on the 
mission field. There the individual missionary speaking 
to  men in conversation or in public address about Christ 
is now an inadequate representation of missions. There 
are great institutions, schools, hospitals, presses, industries. 
There are committees and conferences. Hundreds of agents 
are employed and must be supervised and paid. Many 
missionaries sit in offices just like secretaries a t  home and 
do their work by writing letters, or by deciding problems 
in whose immediate incidence upon life they do not share. 
And nowadays there is yet another region in which organiza- 
tion proposes t o  outdistance all that  has been dreamed of 
in the past. And the past, it  must be remembered, dreamed 
of a good deal. One needs only to  read the lives of missionary 
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leaders both in Great, Brit.ain and in America in the first 
1i::lf of the nineteent,li century, especially lives like Alexander 
Duff’s and Jercmiah Evarts’, t o  see tliat wc have much 
less t o  teach them in the wny of organization than we 
suppose. But we have son:et.liing to  teach even them and 
a great c h 1  morc t,o teach their generztion. We are 
proposing now by publicity and advcrt,isement, by the 
priidc-mt use of the lessons of mass psycholog?-, by p r i s h  
oqqnization and metliods of lienevolence, by the rational 
:r.tiaptation of principles of business efficiency and organiza- 
tion to  ‘ sell foreign missiolx ’ (this is the technical phrase) 
t o  the whole Christian public. As a capable advertising 
i:i:in wrote us : 

6 If wine patriotic layman of t h e  Presbyter im Church would put S 2 5 0 , o ~ o  
at t h e  disposal of it11 ;itlvertisiiig :igencp t h a t  I could name-not my owti-- 
tliat ;igency would give you plms for securing say t reble  or quadruple a s  
niuch iiiissioiiary money for t h e  Presbyterian Church ,as has been raised any 
veitr yet. with less general ovrrhe;id charges in  proportion than i t  now cnsts, 
aiiil with t h e  big asset of vastly iiicreasing, for future years, missioliary p o t 1  

will. ’ 
‘ Would this agency gunrantee i t  ? ’ 
‘ No, b u t  with t h e  experience of business as successfully promoted, with 

records tliat ciin be  s h o w i ~  of big commercial undertakings in these days alien 
men are  thinking in world terms, I know i t  can be done.’ 

In ot,her words, missions need in order t o  succeed only a 
sensible and courageous use of the methods of business 
organization. 

As my friend’s lettcr shows, you must spend money 
in order to  get it. That is now the larger part of t.he cost 
of missionary administration. The machinery anti the 
expense of actually conducting missionary work, of using 
the money given and of dirccting the enterprise have 
increased little. Proportionately to the volume of the 
work they ha\-c rnlicli decreased. The large increase in the 
administrative expense of missionary boards has been in 
the home department, t lie promotion of intelligence and 
the collection of funds. IIere, as the advertising men a11 
inform us, ‘ It is just. a matter of how niuch you are willing 
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to  spend. If you spend so much in promotion you will 
get so much. If you double your outlay you will double 
or more than double your income. It is recognized that 
the real power is in ideas, but the ideas are powerful 
in proportion as they are in circulation and circulation 
costs money. Of course a man can go around and if he 
is a vivid personality he can propagate the idea, but he 
represents outlay-his travel and his own cash value as 
a promoter. And the day is gone by for trusting to such 
personalities. We know now the psychology of the 
whole thing and a man like the prophets of one generation 
or two or three or a hundred generations ago is a waste as 
an individualistic itinerant. He needs to be used and to  use 
others. A press agent, a wise advertising man, a campaign 
manager and a proper follow-up system would net a 
hundredfdld bigger result from a prophet than you will 
ever get from a prophet let loose after the old style.’ 

I1 

There is a kinship and yet an immense distance between 
this and the eager interest of the rapidly spreading talk 
about the lakeside long ago when Jesus was publishing His 
wonderful message and stirring men with His call, ‘ Come 
after Me and I will make you fishers of men.’ There is 
a resemblance and yet what a difference. 

What was Christ’s ideal and method for Himself ? 
There were no limitations in God, prescribing the forni 
which the Incarnation should take. Jesus might have 
been born in any social level or in the way of any natural 
advantages. He might have come as the son of Czsar, 
as a man of wealth, or as a master of organization. He 
rejected all these forms of influence and deliberately 
subjected Himself t o  conditions which deprived Him of 
any method of action except simple personal influence. 
This is the last thing we should have descended to  in His 
place. One of the first things we would do in setting out 
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to  undo all wrong and establish all righteousness would be 
to enlist legislation and the forces of government which 
make legislation operative. We must change the order 
of society, we maintain. But Jesus would have nothing 
whatever to  do with politics. He discouraged every effort 
to politicize His mission, and He entirely divorced His 
method from every suspicion or possibility of political 
entanglement. Next to  the conviction that without 
legislation nothing of a radical or adequate character can 
be done, is our modern axiom that money is indispensable. 
We speculate on the power of wealth to  produce moral 
and spiritual reforms. We make plans for t h e  extension 
of the kingdom of God, which need only wealth behind 
them to revolutionize the world. ‘ With wealth,’ we say, 
unconsciously altering a great saying of Christ’s, ‘ nothing 
is impossible.’ Indeed the logic of our attitude often 
would drive us t o  complete the parody : ‘ With God it is 
impossible, but not with money ; for with money all things 
are possible.’ Jesus never spoke thus. Such ideas never 
entered His thought. Money in any capacity, least of all 
as a method of influence, was of no interest to Him. His 
references to  it are usually contemptuous. The idea of 
relying upon gold to  alter character and to make dead men 
live would have seemed pitiful to Him. As for organiza- 
tion, which is the third great reliance of our day, that, too, 
He treated with a silent indifference. Our great generals 
and engineers and merchants and statesmen to-day are 
the organizers, the men who arrange men and classify 
them and fix their grades and orders and swing them as a 
mechanism. Jesus, however, was not a mechanic in this 
sense. He had earned His bread by a trade, but religion 
was not a trade to  Him. He was not a drill-master nor 
a manipulator of men. When His disciples urged Him 
to set up some sort of organization and assign them their 
place in it, He refused, and He died at last without having 
done anything whatever to assure the permanence of His 
movement by organization. 
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Now legislation and wealth and organization are all 

legitimate and noble agencies for the accomplishment of 
riglit ends. Men act with propriety ivlien they seek to  
subordinate these forces t o  the ends of the kingdom of God. 
Jesus, however, did not do so. He was ncit1ic.r a politic:>l 
nor a financial figure. IIc just went about in a siniplc 
fashion, talking t o  people, telling them His ideas, giving 
11k 111 here and there in a tender, sympathetic way, cloizg 
good generously but by no nieans indiscriminately, laying 
out His life upon any responsive life He could find, ‘ catch- 
ing men,’ to use His own cxpression, and catching t1;c.m 
not in mitltitl:des or by great orations but in quict iiicli- 
vidual ways; and then He dieti and tha t  was the cnd 
of it. Was that  the end of i t  ? Indeed tha t  was only 
the beginning of it. We see now tha t  what mas going 011 

so quietly and unostentr,tioiisly there in a secluded corner 
of the Roman empire was the greatest upheaving movemc.i:t 
of 311 history. 

If we comparc our modern organized way with St 
Paul’s fashion of work the resemblance may be a little 
clearer but the difference is scarcely less clear. He  surcly 
was an organizer. He sought out the capable young men 
and laid responsibility upon them. He formed great 
projccts and adopted measures and sclccted men with a 
far-sighted and deliberate view t o  achieving his ends. He 
sought the kinds of publicity which served his purposes. 
He dealt with all levels of society and i ~ s c d  the means of 
access which were necessary. He carried his cause before 
kings and governors and seized the opportunity of appealing 
to  Rome tha t  he might get to  the very head and centre 
of the world. He was not content to  issue his message 
and pass on. He planned to conserve and perpetuate. 
IIc gathered the rcsults of his work into simple but  effective 
organized groups. He kept in touch with these so far as 
tllc possibilitiw of his day allowcd. If there had been 
more possibilities JVVC may be sure tha t  he would have 
used them. He  workcd out systcms of supervision and 
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responsibility and moved about personally and through 
his missionaries in a program of comprehensive and skilful 
world evangelization. As an organizer of world influence 
both in his ideals and in his methods Paul led his generation. 

It will not do for us to plead Paul against the adapta- 
tion and use of all the instrumentalities of efficiency and 
of influence which our time affords. Nor can we reject 
them in the interest of the simple and unaffected methods 
of our Lord. We might as well reject railroad travel or 
the telegraph or steamships or motor-cars or the printing 
press. I n  every department of life new tools have been 
provided. He would be a foolish man who would reject 
them, who in war would reject machine-guns and go back 
to bows and arrows, who in transportation would reject 
railroads and return to human carriers, who in medicine 
would go back to leeches and blood-letting and herbs. 

I11 

The problem for missionary organization is not between 
the employment or the refusal of all conceivable instru- 
mentalities of efficiency and influence, i t  is a problem of 
the spirit and end, the proportion and actual result. There 
is a vast deal of organization which is nothing but traditional 
or imitative, or which absorbs as much energy as it produces. 
A missionary worker at the home base analyses the situation 
in this way : 

Missionary societies here are working with energy and devotion and a 
good deal of their work is flexible and high grade. But they are loaded up  
in many cases with a mass of organization which would be scrapped a t  once 
if it were examined in a fresh light. Besides this, there is a considerable 
amount of organization, good enough in its form, which is used as an end in 
itself rather than as a channel for the transmission of life. The remecly for 
local stagnation is often sought in a new bit of machinery rather than in a 
renewed current of spiritual life. 

They are 
choked up with a fixed membership and have little room for young life or 
free thought ; their outlook is so tame that a former minute governs them 
more than a new condition j they hug the shore of the past. 

3 

‘This is very evident in some of our missionary committees. 

3 
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Then we have innumerable unions, guilds, fellowships, associations, move- 

ments on behalf of foreign missions all over the country, with thousarids of 
office-holders who put through a large amount of routine work in filling 
blanks, enrolling members, collecting funds, and arranging small local meet- 
ings. The  channels are numerous and fairly well planned, but very often the 
current through them is sluggish and the disproportion between work and 
result is startling. There are myriads of women who organize meetings for 
needlework, get up sales of work, make garments to send abroad to mission- 
aries, or prepare presents for mission pupils. A fuller inspiration behiiid 
their devoted service would make it richer in every nay. A large group of 
persons organize work for young people. A good deal of this is on modern lines 
but some of it is still superficial and lacking in spiritual vitality. Many people 
are secretaries for the  distribution of literature, others specialize in the col- 
lection of funds. Most vital, perhaps, of all, there is a mass of machinery in 
connexion with prayer, for enrolling members in prayer unions antl preparing 
and  circulating requests and topics for prayer. 

This vast complex of work is cause for thankfulness, yet as one goes 
through the  country and sees place after place unquickened and great areas 
of the  home base practically unreached, one is filled with a sense of how little 
organization can do  without the tide of life behind it.’ 

Heart searchings like these are not confined to  the 
home base. There are kindred problems on the foreign 
field. There, too, institutions and activities are kept 
going just because they were once started or they are started 
because others have them or because this is the way things 
are done a t  home, or they are allowed to  absorb all the 
available personal forces so that  instruments designed for 
the accomplishment of ends beyond themselves become 
themselves ends. Bishop Brent in his account of his 
cpiscopal service in the Philippine Islands makes frank and 
sorrowful comment on this : 

‘ One cannot help wondering whether there is not likely to be change both 
a t  hoine and abroad in the place held by institutionalism in the Church’s mode 
of operation. The institution is of spiritual value in so far as i t  becoines a 
vehicle for that  personal labour of the pastor for which its mechanics can 
never be a substitute. Frequently-I speak from experience-the burden of 
holding orgxnizations together aiitl the killing anxiety of finaccing them 
leaves but little room antl vitality for a missionary bishop to do that which 
after all is his chief duty. The mission field has lost something, whatever its 
gain inay have been, in which the  early chys were rich. I mean that simple 
evangeli5tic faith, which, unembarrassed by fad i t ies  and machinery, devoted 
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its total energies to the ministry of the Word, and was richly rewarded. God 
knows with what great longing many .of us, caught in the tangle of organiza- 
tions, have looked toward and coveted such a life. A pioneer is rich in com- 
pensations for all his pains and toils, but retrospect sometimes reveals to him 
where loss of perspective has increased his difficulties and impeded his progress. 
I am not sure that were I to live my episcopal career over again I would not 
in the main pursue the same course as I actually followed, but I think I would 
a t  any rate be a t  more deliberate pains than I have been to spiritualize and 
moralize every institution organized. As things are, much of that task 
remains for those who come after me.’ 

What concerns missionaries and missionary workers 
is the remedy for wrong proportion, for ineffectiveness of 
organization, whether from its antiquatedness or its over- 
elaborateness, for the secularizing and mechanicalizing 
influence of institutionalism and so-called ‘ business 
methods.’ Perhaps a few constructive suggestions may be 
made. 

Iv 
First of all, let all publicity effort be absolutely sub- 

ordinated to  the truth. The missionary movement is a 
publicity movement. I ts  ultimate aim is the proclamation 
of the Gospel to the whole world, and its means of accom- 
plishing this aim is the presentation of the missionary 
duty and privilege to the Christian conscience. In  this 
endeavour deputations, public meetings, publications, 
correspondence, the development of auxiliary organiza- 
tions, the use of the press, are all legitimate and necessary. 
We may do in a great variety of ways to-day what in 
earlier days could be done only by personal itineration. 
But our danger has been and is that we should be misled 
by political and commercial analogies. We are making 
many such mistakes to-day in the effort to secure missionary 
support from element,; of I he population in and out of the 
Church who do not have the religious motive for giving 
such support. And a good part of our modern organiza- 
tion is designed to capitalize political and philanthropic 
and ecclesiastical support from those who have not given 
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and are not likely to  give religious support. The result 
is a shoddy imitation of a modern business developed on 
advertising. The remedy is the truth. If we steadfastly 
tell the whole truth about the missionary enterprise, its 
real aim, character, work, some kinds of publicity will be 
found to be impossible and those which are possible will 
be within our power and effective for our real ends. 

In  the second place, the whole organization of missionary 
work a t  home can be kept simpler and truer in proportion 
as giving is kept on a right and true basis. It is the modern 
financial campaign or ‘ drive ’ which involves costly and 
elaborate organization with skilful advertising, the camou- 
flaging of all aspects of the work which can in any way 
touch anyone’s prejudice, the intensive and hectic solicita- 
tion, the appeal to  any effective motive, the psychological 
use of the elements of bigness, crisis, singularity. The 
missionary enterprise can be easily misled by these examples. 
Let i t  remember that  i t  is not a sudden spurt, but a steady 
and continuous and deathless endeavour. Let i t  remember 
that  motives matter, that  all money is not alike, that  a 
pound or a dollar from one hand may be worth a thousand 
from another. Let i t  build on truth in the principles of 
giving. What is needed by the churches and by the 
missionary societies in this matter does not call for great 
organization. Great organization, developing the appeal 
to  and reliance upon other motives and principles than 
those which are based on simple and pure religion, may 
mislead and damage the whole missionary enterprise. The 
real need is for true teaching in the churches by the clergy 
and for true training in the home by Christian parents 
with regard to  the principles of stewardship, the right 
meaning and use of wealth, great or small. Organization 
which not only ignores the fundamental spiritual laws of 
Christian character and obligation but  substitutes for them 
motives and appeals drawn from business conceived in 
its old and gross commercial and competitive aspects, is 
costly to set up and operate, and no matter what its returns 
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is a foolish missionary expedient. The missionary enter- 
prise ought to be supported on a spiritual basis in keeping 
with its spiritual character. Such support requires only 
organization in harmony with it. 

In the third place, while conflict between the personal 
and individual emphasis and the emphasis on institution 
and organization is not a necessary issue i t  is too often an 
actual reality. Paul laid the foundations of an institution, 
but i t  was all alive. The personal elements were dominant 
in it. Life moulded and used the forms provided for it, 
invented new ones, sloughed off the old. The organiza- 
tion was an agency of life, not a burden on it. With us 
too often the machine absorbs the energy which was in- 
tended by means of the machine to be brought to bear 
upon tasks beyond. We all know the ailment. What is 
the remedy ? Sometimes it is the scrapping of the machine, 
sometimes it is repair and readjustment, sometimes the 
one simple need is that persons, still using the machine, 
should detach themselves and their time sufficiently from 
it to deal daily in a personal way with other persons. 
Perhaps at the outset i t  will be enough if they find a way 
of daily acting personally on some one other person. The 
head of the mission college may begin his emancipation 
from his subjection to his institution and his entrance on 
a new era of power by taking time to deal personally with 
one boy each day. A missionary secretary can force his 
prison bars by one daily personal unorganized outreach 
beyond the institution. In  each local agency the man or 
woman who is alive may release the forces of life by 
adding in or over the process of the agency a touch by 
word or letter or deed upon a new life. 

Lastly, the problem is one of the relation of means to 
ends, of power to control and use, of the organization of 
matter to its animating reality. Our present methods and 
devices all need innovations and will soon be outclassed. 
So far as they can be used in truth and spiritual sincerity 
we are free to use them if they serve the great end. But 

3 r  
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the end is the possession of persons by Christ and the 
possession by persons of Christ. Is our organization 
accomplishing that  ? It may be doing many other things. 
It may be filling the newspapers. It may be giving us 
no small public place. But these are all dangerous a t  the 
best and are pure delusion if they are not providing for 
us and for the personal forces which we direct that  harvest 
from the ground of the human soul, of which our Lord 
speaks, by which we and they do not abide alone. After 
all, we ourselves are persons and i t  is persons we are after. 
Francis of Assisi sets out alone. He has no assets and will 
accumulate none. With organization in our modern sense 
he will have nothing to  do, and the impulse of his soul and 
of his idea moves in the world to  this day. John Wilhelm 
Rowntree worked with an ideal of organization, the organ- 
ization of settlements for religious study. His first 
plans were too ambitious and he drew them in, not desir- 
ing to  attempt what could not be filled and empowered 
of life. He built as he desired. But the greatest thing 
about him was his life, ‘ a  life luminous with character 
and goodness,’ and lived in tragic physical limitations 
against which i t  wrought out only a larger fullness. ‘His 
long, hard battle with a stubborn disease which was attack- 
ing the very citadel of his power-his sight, his hearing 
and his memory-only made him more heroic and gentle.’ 
Life was more than master of its forces. It was by Himself 
that  our Lord purged our sins. Whatever we make of 
the exegesis, the historic fact is clear. He did i t  by Him- 
self, not with or by anything else, neither His doctrine nor 
His cross-but by Himself. Not otherwise does He do His 
work to-day. Not otherwise may we. 

ROBERT E. SPEER 




